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EMERGENCY RESPONDER COMMUNICATION ENHANCEMENT SYSTEMS (ERCES)
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FIRE & LIFE SAFETY FOR THE FUTURE

Founded in 1872, Edwards has never stopped pursuing a passion for protection, with innovations in fire and life safety that will future-proof your facility.
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New Genesis™ LED Additions


Introducing the new Mass Notification series. Experience the Genesis LED dual sensory advantage with Edwards' newest life safety solution providing exceptional sound quality and color-coded events to ensure intelligibility during those critical moments.




The new Genesis LED Outdoor Notification Appliances exceed outdoor safety requirements in extreme conditions. Designed for the harshest environments, they offer a wide temperature range, superior waterproofing, and advanced corrosion resistance. 




Learn more


















CREATE A SAFER & HEALTHIER BUILDING


See how Edwards can help you create an environment that positively impacts the health and safety of the people inside.



















INNOVATIONS FROM EDWARDS



Fire and life safety solutions from Edwards are modular, scalable, and versatile enough to meet the needs of many projects and facilities. Whether you’re updating your smoke detectors, notification devices, or entire fire alarm panel, you can rest assured knowing we have designed most of our products to work together across generations, improving the value of your original investment.
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LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS




Experience the industry's most advanced life safety and emergency communications platforms thanks to innovations from Edwards. Our life safety systems make fire alarm, mass notification, and building integration easy to implement, quick to service, and secure in the face of cyber threats.
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DETECTION




With pioneering work in multisensory technology to award-winning design breakthroughs, Edwards is proud to offer an extensive range of detection devices.
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NOTIFICATION




Notification appliances from Edwards are equipped with the latest technology, paired with the looks and features facilities of all sizes require. Enjoy on-demand notification in every application with an unparalleled range of field-configurable options.
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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT & MASS NOTIFICATION




Pair our powerful software platform, FireWorks® Command and Control, with highly intelligible HyperSpike® speakers to achieve the utmost in incident management and mass notification.
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CONNECTED SOLUTIONS




Edwards ConnectedSafety+ is a cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) solution that provides a secure, remote connection to Edwards EST4 intelligent fire and life safety systems. Only Edwards service providers can access the ESTMobile™ digital solution for iO Series intelligent life safety panels, which streamlines site visits and empowers proactive customer service.
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EMERGENCY RESPONDER COMMUNICATION ENHANCEMENT SYSTEMS (ERCES)




Achieve exceptional connectivity inside any building thanks to Emergency Responder Communication Enhancement Systems from ADRF and Edwards. Our strategic agreement with ADRF enables us to provide you with access to best-in-class signal boosters, repeaters, backups, and more.
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THE EDWARDS PARTNER NETWORK


Only Edwards can deliver unparalleled levels of service for your specific application or facility because Edwards is powered by an extensive Partner Network, spanning North America. Thanks to this network of industry professionals, solutions to your needs are readily available from experts who will work with you to protect your facility with innovative, and customized fire and life safety solutions.
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FUTURE-PROOF YOUR FACILITY


When it's time to upgrade your fire and life safety system, Edwards understands that a total system replacement can be daunting. That's why we have prioritized backward features in our new product designs, supporting our legacy solutions while improving and protecting the value of your investment.




Forward Migration For The Future
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EST4 CYBERSECURITY


Cybersecurity in commercial fire alarm: Shaping the future, setting the standard


Cybersecurity is defined by Merriam-Webster as "the measures taken to protect a computer or computer system (on the internet) against unauthorized access or attack." How does this apply to fire alarm systems that traditionally haven't connected to the internet like computers? Find out in this informative and detailed white paper, where we explore the new cybersecurity needs of a modern life safety system.




Read The White Paper
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FIREside Chat Webinar Series


Introducing FIREside Chat - a webinar series brought to you by the Strategic Accounts Team at Edwards, where we discuss news, trends, and technology impacting the fire and life safety community with subject matter experts in fire alarm, mass notification, and emergency communications.




Watch now
















RELATED RESOURCES

Find the in-depth product information, cutting-edge professional training, and the tools you need to stay in the know.      
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Signature Optica University Housing

In this case study, a large New Jersey university drastically reduces nuisance fire alarms thanks to Edwards Signature Optica smoke detectors.





Learn more
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EST4 Residential Construction

In this case study, a residential building owner saved approximately 25% of the installation cost by switching to the EST4 fire alarm control panel.





Learn more
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Signature Optica™ Overview

In this video, we will demonstrate how the patented optical sensing in Signature Optica™ detectors can help reduce nuisance alarms.





Watch now
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HyperSpike® Speakers Demonstration

Take a front row seat as we demonstrate the power, performance, and flexibility of HyperSpike® mass notification speakers.





Watch now
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Fire Detection & Alarm Systems

In this eBook, we'll provide an overview of the product landscape so you can engage in more informed discussions about fire and life safety solutions for your building.





Learn more
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CONNECT WITH EDWARDS TODAY


If you're ready to equip your facility with the latest in fire and life safety, we're ready to help.
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